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Greetings once more, noble society. Ah, it's been some year hasn't it? University doesn't fool

around. But neither do we! If you're reading this chances are good you're attending Dragonfire

2013, and I hope you enjoy it!

Ah, it is far too early in my letter to start being sentimental, so let's break things down and have a

look at the past year, and what CLAWs has gotten done. We've made friends with the local MTG

group at Outer Limits, had a good number ofLARPs, saw some campaigns playing out at

Boardgames evenings and saw a lot of people forging strong friendships.

You know, when I first joined CLAWs back in 2011 when I saw a paper-mache baby Cthulhu

holding an Earth shaped like a d20 in his tentacly grasp and sitting on a table at an O-week stand

with a bearded man nearby shouting at me to "sign up now, for the end is nigh.. . and you get a free

Coke! " I never would have imagined that I would someday sit at my desk after midnight (on a

school night, for shame), writing the letter from the CLAWthing.

It's been.. . really good. These past years. I want to thank everyone I've had the pleasure of sharing

a boardgame with, discussing campaign ideas with, talking about roleplaying systems with,

working out the mysteries of venue bookings or doing way-too-early-in-the-morning-food-runs

with. Thank you, to my committee and ad-hocs: Zera, Marita, Fortune, Adrianna, James, Bee,

Daniel, and all those who hold no title but have lent their hand to CLAWs in its hour of need.

Next year I will be passing the mantle ofCLAWthing to another brave soul. And I hope that you

will share with that one your enthusiasm, your kindness, and your company once more.

Rock on, CLAWs

Your CLAWthing,

Rikus

Contents
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I play a lot of computer games, but only the ones that run natively on my operating system. Today I
will focus on the lazy casual gamer's best friend: that underappreciated cross-platform gaming
environment known as a web browser.

A few of the games in this review are built with HTML and JavaScript, but most of them are Flash-
based—games are pretty much the only thing that Flash is actually good for. You should be able to
run them without any problems in older versions of Flash.

Platformers

I love platformers so much that I once broke the right-arrow key on my laptop. Platformers are
more numerous on the intertubes than the thousand young of Shub-Niggurath, but here are a few
that I believe deserve a special mention:

Robot Wants…

This adorable metroidvania-style series follows the adventures
of a robot who wants, in order, Kitty, Puppy, Fishy and Ice
Cream. In each instalment Robot must explore a massive maze,
collecting power-ups and defeating bosses—in the first episode,
said power-ups are applied to Kitty, which Robot uses as a
versatile projectile weapon.

Robot Wants Kitty:
http: //hamumu. com/robotkitty. php
Robot Wants Puppy:
http: //hamumu. com/robotpuppy. php
Robot Wants Fishy:
http: //hamumu. com/robotfishy. php
Robot Wants Ice Cream: http: //hamumu. com/roboticecream. php

Zombotron

Zombotron is a platformer with a physics
engine and FPS-style weapons and ammo.
Your hero runs through several levels of a
mine infested with zombies (and other
unpleasant creatures), shooting and stabbing
your enemies and blowing stuff up.

It's entirely possible to blow oneself up into
an unwinnable situation, but that's part of the
game's unique charm. There are many
possible ways to finish each level, and you
can often use the environment creatively to

crush zombies in machinery or under falling structures, and sometimes get them to kill each other
by accident. In some levels you can take control of a vehicle and smash it through obstacles until
too many bits have fallen off for it to keep going.

There are many achievements to be unlocked. Each level has some number of special additional
missions—it is seldom possible to achieve all of them in a single play-through, but you can replay

Wasting time over HTTP
a review of several browser games

by Adrianna Pińska
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previous levels at any point if you're a completionist.

There is a sequel, which I consider less good, but still a lot of fun.

Zombotron: http: //armorgames. com/play/12000/zombotron
Zombotron 2: http: //armorgames. com/play/13457/zombotron-2

Elephant Quest

Your elephant is on a mission to
recover his hat from an evil
woolly mammoth. You start the
game equipped with a laser for
shooting your enemies—as you
level up you can increase your
stats and spend points to buy
better weapons—by the end of the
game you will be obliterating
everything in your path with a
CPU-intensive ray of death. You
spend the game collecting objects
in order to complete various side
quests, and exploring an
enormous map.

Elephant Quest:
http: //armorgames. com/play/10606/elephant-quest

Diamond Hollow 2

This is a cleaned-up version of a Ludum
Dare entry. In story mode, you climb
upwards through an enormous cave,
collecting diamonds and power-ups,
purchasing ability upgrades and shooting
enemies—including powerful end-level
bosses. Completion of the game unlocks
additional game modes.

Diamond Hollow 2:
http: //j ayisgames. com/gam
es/diamond-hollow-2

Point & Click Adventure

This is also a popular Flash game genre. Two series of games really stand out for me—both made
by the same artist, Mateusz Skutnik.

Submachine

This series is somewhat reminiscent ofMyst, ifMyst were done in simple 2D line-art. Explore the
mysterious world of the Submachine—a strange realm of abandoned buildings and broken devices
which appears to stretch across space and time.

The games are best played in order—but if you find the third one
boring, it's safe to skip it. There are a few special games which lie
outside the main sequence. There is also the Submachine Network
Exploration Experience, which Skutnik insists is not a game, but
kind of is.

Skutnik is releasing remastered HD versions of the games in
reverse order for a small fee. Although the HD games are intended
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to be run with a standalone Flash player and only Windows and Mac are officially supported, the
Flash files can also be run from a browser.

The series has a cult following, including forums and a wiki. Fan theories about the Submachine
have been incorporated into later games as notes found scattered in various rooms.

Submachine World (all the games can be found here):
http: //www. submachineworld. com
The Submachine wiki: http: //submachine. wikia. com

Daymare Town

Da ymare Town is Skutnik's other famous series—in each
instalment you try to escape from a dilapidated Gorey-
esque town and its creepy inhabitants. Three games
have been released so far, with a fourth coming really
soon now. There are also several spin-off games
which use the same setting and art but have
completely different gameplay.

Daymare Town:
http: //www. pastelportal. com/stories/
dmt/

Text adventures

Here are some non-Flash games for all you Flash
haters. Bask in the glorious widescreen ASCII
goodness of two text-based games written entirely in
HTML and JavaScript. Just about anything that I could

tell you about them is would be a spoiler, so I will say only that both of them are a lot more
awesome than they initially appear, and that you should play them for a while before you judge
them. Both were made by the same creator, and the second—ADark Room—is far more polished,
so I would recommend that you start there.

Candy Box: http: //candies. aniwey. net/
ADark Room: http: //adarkroom. doublespeakgames. com/

Puzzles

If you're a Minesweeper and Tetris kind of person, you will
appreciate this diverse collection of simple puzzle games by
Tonypa. Some are definitely more fun than others—the one I
keep coming back to is Jorinapeka, in which you clear circular
blocks from a grid by directing them along a path, progressing
to the next level when all the coloured circles are gone.

Jorinapeka:
http: //www. tonypa. pri. ee/j orinapeka. ht
ml
All of Tonypa's games:
http: //www. tonypa. pri. ee/start. html

Realm of the Mad God

Are you feeling sociable? Try this Flash-based MMO. The purpose of the game is to rampage
through realms full of diverse mythological creatures, killing them and taking their treasure. There
is no PVP, but there is permadeath. When a particular realm has been sufficiently denuded of its
inhabitants, all players inside it are transported to a boss level where they confront Oryx, the titular
Mad God. And then kill him and take his treasure.

The game encourages cooperative gameplay—everyone standing near a monster when it is killed
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gains experience. It is often a good
idea to hang around more powerful
players when you are young and
squishy—they can protect you from
getting horribly killed, and you can
often snag useful loot which they no
longer find interesting. At any point
in the game you can teleport
yourself to the Nexus, a safe area
where you can heal and manage
your resources.

When you first start playing, you are
limited to a small range of character
classes—you must make progress in
the classes available to you in order
to unlock others. As you play the
game you gain fame, which is paid
out to you when you die—and
believe me, you will die. A lot.
Fame can be used to purchase some things in-game, but some things can only be bought with realm
gold, which costs real money.

Investing in fancy equipment as a new
player may not be a wise move—since you
will lose anything that you die
carrying—but gold can also be used to
invest in some longer-lasting benefits, like
additional character slots and more vaults
to store your stuff safely. There is, of
course, a thriving in-game economy which
uses permanent stat boost potions as a
currency, and vendors of varying repute
hawk their wares through bots in the central
marketplace. People often give stuff away
for free, either by dropping it in the Nexus
or by approaching specific players who
look like they could use it—but standing
around and begging for free equipment is
generally frowned upon.

The game has a large and opinionated
player base, somewhat fractured across the
different platforms where the game is
available (it can also be played through
Steam or on Kongregate). The default
server is usually horribly overloaded, so I
tend to play on the second server in the list
(EU West).

Realm of the Mad God:
http: //www. realmofthemadgod.
com/
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The Call of the Homebrew
Some thoughts on houserules and beyond
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This is my article on my Borderlands-
inspired Apocalypse World campaign. Shit
is heavy and real, so expect strong
language. If you don’t like it, you can read
it with your eyes closed. I’ ll even hold
your hand.

Featuring…

Sway, as The Operator

Crudhammer, as The Faceless

Gorjus George, as The Bruiser

Persephone, as The Siren

Shade, as the Maestro D’

and most importantly,

Me, as the MC.

So you want to hear about Styx, huh?
What, just living on this dustpile not good
enough for you? Not content to just
scratch out your living in the dirt and
death like every other whore's son here?
What hope do a weird-ass tattooed chick,
a sleazy slimeball, a fuggoffbig dude in a
mask and a twitchy muscleman have to
make it big out here? Hmmm… You, lady,
you I’ ll talk to. Fine, fine, I'll tell you what
I know.

I've been here a good long time, longer
than most. Enough to have seen this planet
before the Blast blew it halfway to hell,
and to have walked on Earth.. . what's that?
The Golden Age? Peh. I suppose the
present makes the past look pretty rosy,

but it was no cakewalk neither. Earth.. .
was overcrowded. Too many people, too
little of everything else. War-torn, as
people fought for the scraps that were left.
The United Government started shipping
people to space, and had been at it for a
good long time by the time I was born.
Colonising planets like this, loosely
considered "habitable". Oh, they said it
was to scavenge what alien tech we could
find, to re-stock the Earth with metals and
elements and food.. . but look around you.
Who do you think got shipped here?

They lured people in with talk of glory, of
new frontiers and of vast open landscapes.
Property, and wealth in the Outer Planets.
Only the people too poor to have a choice
or too uneducated or stupid to know better
fell for that shtick. Travel god knows how
far for god knows how long frozen in a
goddamn tube? No thanks. So they'd

No Rest for the
Wicked: A Campaign

Summary
By Marita de Waal
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forcibly "recruit" people. Debtors,
prisoners, orphans.. . more people the
Earth especially didn't need. Shipped to
the Outer Planets in their hundreds,
thousands.. . maybe even hundreds of
thousands. Heh, Struggling to imagine that
many huh? A planet larger than this one,
packed so tight you could hear your
neighbour's neighbour fart.

And some of us were brought here. Styx.
To mine the ore, scav the alien ruins, suck
up xenon from the Dead Rivers and just
be the fuck offa Earth. All under the
watchful eye of our local loving military.
Things went about as well as can be
expected. There was about as little
healthcare or education then

as there is now (who ever said Earth
doesn't care for her children? Bah.), and
we all still got to be alternately burnt by
Phaeton and frozen by Semele. . . what's
that? It's what these hicks call "Fate" and
"Sin", our goddamn suns you idiots. God.
Never even touch a book? Sheesh.

Okay okay, don't get offended. See, my
beer's only halfway. Don't you want to
hear about the Blast? Yeah, thought that'd
get you interested. Sit down, tiger, I meant
no offence. Er. Tiger. Like a cat. But
fuckkoff big. And stripy. Anyway. The
Blast. So, not long after I got here, some
coupla decades after Styx was colonised, a
new freight carrier ship arrived, carrying
some brand spankin' new colonists. Musta

lost control or something,
because that fucker dove
straight into one of the alien
ruins. Brand new ruin too,
no-one had explored it
yet. Damn shame. So it
smashes into it, right?

BOOM. Biggest goddamn
explosion, earthquakes

halfway around the planet, or so
they say. I wasn't there of course,

but you could see this massive
mushroom cloud on the horizon,

brightest blue you ever saw. And for days
there weird blue lights flickering across
the sky at night. That's not the worst of it
though. I mean people DIED, but they do
that of their own accord anyway. Nah,
some people went crazy, radiation sickness
the military said. But I dunno.. . not like
anything I ever saw. And I know sickness.
And the world just seemed different,
somehow. You can feel it right now. Just. . .
at the edges. Something wrong. Like when
you think there's one more step, but there
isn't, and that stomach-dropping feeling as
you plunge your foot through nothingness
for a few seconds.. . like the world is
screaming.. .
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Huh? What? Yeah, yeah, I'm fine. Just. . .
old.Too many thoughts. Yeah, so after the
Blast, people got scared. Tech stopped
working. All those fancy sonar drill things
rusting on the edge of town? Yeah. People
thought that Earth would send help,
anything, but the military went quiet.
People started saying that communications
got knocked out. That the military is like a
skink with its head chopped off. And when
people get scared.. . well. . . guns still
worked. They tried to demand answers,
and protection.. . and the military just went
crazy. Gunned 'em all down. Said nothing's
wrong.. . people should just go back to
their jobs as best they can. Some folk did.
Being scared of some blue light is one
thing, being scared of a rifle in your face is
another. But. . . the ships stopped coming.
No-one came to collect the crates of ore

and tanks of xenon. Things started falling
apart. People started forming holdings,
looking out for themselves. And the
military has left us alone, so long as we
don't stray from our designated areas. God
knows what they're doing. Or whose
orders they're following. But it's been 50
years now, and the ships never came.
Earth's either forgotten about us, or
decided we were a liability, too broken to
fix, or they just didn't goddamn care.

And that's it really. All the rest. . . just look
around you. You've got eyes to see, same
as me. Me? You can call me the Doctor. A
REAL doctor, not some kid with needles
and meat-mesh and more good intentions
than skill. Why am I here? Well, I'd say
that's none of your goddamn business. My
beer's finished, and so our transaction is
concluded. Now get out.
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‘Borderlands 2’
X

‘Dungeons and
Dragons’

by Andrew Verri jdt
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Convergent
Technological

Evolution
by Calvin Brizzi
For Fern, because I can't draw to save my life.

Tish woke up, the news of the day waking her up at the perfect moment. At least:
according to the sensors.

Mike Whitman, ofWhitcorp, is the latest important victim ofthe Disease, now in its
thirteenth day ofspreading.

She cut off the transmission, feeling guilty. She had barely had time to think of the
hundreds of people that had been falling into comas for no reason anyone could
understand. It didn't even seem to be spreading in any way: it just happened to random
people all over the world. But for the last two weeks every single waking hour had been
spent plugged into a terminal, observing. And news travels slowly when you are half a
kilometre underground.

She made her way from her room to her office mechanically, chewing and swallowing
her daily meal, not tasting it. The terminal whirred softly, waiting. No urgent messages,
that was good, just a brief news bulletin about the war. It saddened her, such a waste of
life. No. She had to remember they weren't real. They were just robots without a body.
Inhumanly intelligent artificial intelligences. IIAIs. The very thing that would change the
world forever.

It seemed someone was giving a guided tour of the labs. Hoping for funding, she
assumed. What for she didn't know. The way the project was going they would never
need to ask for another penny, ever. People would be throwing money at them faster than
they could spend it. The tour guide's voice buzzed, subtly indicated that she was
probably born a mute.

“The V-Earth program started development over 20 years ago, as scientists got closer
and closer to fully understanding how the universe works and computers got more and
more advanced.”

Tish connected to the terminal, instantaneously getting immersed into the program. The
buzzing voice still reaching her from “the corner of her ears,” a hard thing to explain to
anyone who had never experienced total virtual reality, but it was the only way she could
think of saying it.

“Once the scientists started to understand how the universe worked, the main question
became why the universe worked that way. So they started to develop the most complete
simulation they could.”

Everything in the program looked and sounded real. She walked through a wall to her
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right, barely hesitating. It was an eerie feeling, she had become one of the ghosts from
the stories of her childhood, the very ones she had been terrified by. She was in the
simulation, but could not interact with it. Literally just eyes and ears.

“Finally, just recently, the creation of IIAIs by Prof. Susan has opened a world of
possibilities. By putting the new intelligences in the simulation, that is 99.9995% like the
current universe, we can see what conclusions an unguided, superhuman mind could
reach”

She walked past the IIAIs going about their lives. Cycles. She wasn't allowed to call
them lives. The city almost seemed normal these days; the architecture that had caught
on more efficient, more elegant, more solid. There was a team of architects and engineers
drooling over the stuff that came through. The Ai-Ais (as she had taken to calling the
IIAIs in her head) had come up with totally new water, heating, sewage and even electric
systems. Fortunately all available, patent-free, to the world. That had been one of the
conditions: the knowledge would benefit all.

She walked through the wall of the research centre, passing through several meters of
metal.
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The problem with the darn things was that they lived much faster than humans, meaning
that while the moment she stepped in was right now for them too, everything she saw
after that was basically a slow motion replay ofwhat had actually happened, as viewing
it live was impossible: A blur ofmovement and light.

The Ai-Ais were currently more or less on par with the real world as far as technology
and the like was involved, the accelerated time and their incredible intelligence meaning
that they had developed the first atomic bomb in ten days. From banging rocks together.
It blew her mind. Nothing much seemed to be happening around her, she skipped the
program forward, jumping to the “now.” The room had changed considerably: a massive
computer dominated the room, silent. The instrument panels were blank, it wasn't on.
The computer could be a problem: the Ai-Ais could create mechanical marvels, limited
only by real-world physics, but they were a simulation, and the computers they made
were also part of the simulation. And because their processing power was controlled by
the same real-world processors, it was complicated to allow the Ai-Ais to make a
computer better at thinking than they were. A solution had been found, but it was far
from perfect. The effects of a computer this big would be interesting to say the least. She
quickly scanned the area and realised that waiting around wouldn't be productive, the
absolute lack of activity showing no signs of ending.

She skipped again, the room suddenly frantic with activity, the computer now whirred
softly and lights blinked on various panels. Two Ai-Ais were strapped into terminals
connected to the machine. Were they immersed in a program? The phrase Convergent
technological evolution sprang to mind, it would fit nicely in her paper. There was
discussion around her. She focused on one of the conversations, the emotions on the
faces attracting her interest, was that sorrow?

“My wife was affected yesterday.” the sad Ai-Ai said.
“They will find a cure soon.”
“They haven't yet.”
“Our best doctors are working on it.”
“They haven't made a single step of progress since it started! All those people, just lying
there! And we've been here working on this stupid thing the whole time!” he said,
gesturing to the machine.

“Your anger is misdirected, we need this to better understand our universe, The
Intelligences think better than us, they might have the solution.”

She pulled herself out of the program, back into the real world, drenched in sweat.
Impossible. She had vaguely read the notes on the implementation of the V-Processors
and how they sapped power from the less “productive” Ai-Ais. She wondered if any
safeguard had been put in place. To avoid a massive V-Processor sucking the Ai-Ais dry,
leaving them without processing power. Practically dead.

Convergent technological evolution.

She walked up to the main board and typed in her password followed by the code for the
emergency shut-down, hesitating for a second before hitting the final key. If she was
wrong, this would mean her job; if she was right. . . She didn't even want to think about it.
She jabbed down. The computer went silent for what seemed to be the first time in
years.

A hundred kilometres away, Mike Whitman was one of the first to open his eyes.
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A Pall of KAOS...
James de Haast reports

More dead at UCT
By James Andrew de Haast
Date: Tuesday 23rd July
Police are baffled at what appears to be the
second spree killing at UCT in just one (1) year.
The recent spate of violence has left four (4)
students dead.

Early on yesterday morning police responded to
a call from campus security notifying them of the
brutal murder of UCT student, known to as at
this time only by his first name, Dylan.
Witnesses report that Dylan simply collapsed on
the way to his morning lectures. Police found a
large stab wound in the victims’ back, from what
they believe was a long and sharp knife. Less
than 30 minutes after the first killing a gunshot
was heard on
the UCT campus. Police responding to the first
scene quickly rushed to the second.

Students have told us that there was much
confusion around the police officer as to where
the second shot came from, something that was
reiterated by those at the second scene who
stated that it took people ten (10) minutes to get
there. This comes despite the location of the
second scene being outside Lesley Social.
Police have defended the length of time taken to
respond to the second scene saying that the
echo caused by the loudness of the gunshot and
the height of the buildings on campus made it
hard to pinpoint the location.

At approximately 10:03 AM a second gunshot
was heard, police attending to the second scene
radioed for help. A witness who was standing
close to the second scene heard police
discussing something about shutting down UCT
to protect the students, however the witness
stated that it was decided to keep the university
open due to fears that the killer may escape with

the students. Once more police officers had
arrived on campus; the search for the third crime
scene began. Moments after the search begun
campus security contacted the police with
information about a dead student in RW James.

Witnesses report that he first officer on the said,
“F***, look that the size of that hole.” When
questioned about the identity of the victim a
witness, who for security reasons will not be
named, said, “Given the state of the body you
wouldn’t really be able to tell who it is, but I’m
sure it is Robert Spencer.” Police found a knife
matching the description given to them by the
witnesses of the first murder next to the victim,
sparking fears that there may be more than one
killer.

For almost an hour police combed the campus
for a yet unidentified suspect. During the search
the university continued to operate as usual, as
requested by the police department. At around
11:00 AM the last shot of the day was heard.
Students around the varsity report hearing police
officers swear loudly in a multitude of different
languages as they ran towards what they
believed to be the crime scene. Police found the
victim, who witnesses identified as Sean,
slumped over in a lecture chair. Police officers
described the scene as being “out of a horror
movie. There was blood splattered all over the
wall. This is as bad as it gets.” The SRC released
a statement yesterday afternoon informing
students that they urged the university to shut
down, stating that this would have prevented the
deaths of the other two students.

UCT was unavailable for comment at the time,
however the police have released this statement:
“They (UCT) followed the instructions given by a
senior officer on the case. They acted in
accordance with the law. These decisions have
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been made by highly skilled people.” In
response to this statement the SRC released
the following statement: “We are deeply
saddened by the police and UCT stance on
this issue. They need to know that the blood
of those students that died today is on their
hands.” The police have yet to make an arrest
in this case, and no suspects have been
identified. Police are blaming the lack of
progress in the case on bad witness reports.
A junior officer gave this statement late last
night, “They (the witnesses) are being stupid,
they tell us that they saw something but it’s
always different. No one seems to even know
if it was a man or a woman.”

For those of you who are very confused at the
moment, KAOS had a second running this
year during the week of the 22nd of July. For
those people who are still confused, KAOS is
a game that the members of CLAWS and
sometimes other students play where they are
each given a picture of another player and
sent out to kill them, obviously the aims to kill
as many targets as possible while not dying.
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by Rowena McKay
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Talroshi station. This lonely satel l ite drifts along an unremarkable section of

space at the far reaches of the galaxy. Unremarkable unti l the recent discovery

of an abandoned fortress once belonging to an Empire defeated long ago. I t's

secrets sti l l intact, it's hal ls untouched for centuries. Ripe for exploration.

Five "well-adjusted" individuals wil l share a destiny, whether they like it or not. A

lost padawan , an Iridonian pariah, an unstable bounty hunter, an enigmatic

Aleena and a Jedi on the run. Together they wil l venture down to the planet

surface and unravel its mysteries. However al l is not as seems, the Dark Side

sti l l looms over this place. An ancient evil has been revived, threatening to

devour al l its increasing influence can reach.

The road that they walk is a gathering storm. I t's time to enter the maelstrom.. .

-

Star Wars Sagas is role playing game based on the d20 system of Dungeons

and Dragons 3.5th ed.

A long time ago in a galaxy far far away
(fwoom)

Campaign Blurb by Fortune Dederen

"No, I do not want to

stop smoking death

sticks.

I do not want to go

home and rethink my

life"
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Fridge Quotes
Voxus the gnome: Voxus suddenly

realizes that everyone around is tal ler than

him and covered in gl l itter.

Ludi: You see, my character has a bunch

of voices in his head that order him around.

Except one voice kil led al l the other voices

and now they showed up as voices in his

head. I t's a whole hierarchy of command

and I 'm at the bottom.

Bottoms Up: I t's on a beach, it counts.

James: I create an il lusion of a window.

Daniel: The guard sees right through it.

Voxus: I cast Grease on the lumberjacks:

Daniel: Right, they're al l oi led up and

sl ipping over each other.

Voxus: I then cast Edgar's Black

Tentacles.

Daniel : Edgar's Oily Black Tentacles start

molesting the lumberjacks.

Dracorex: I caste fire ball .

Daniel: Edgar's Flaming Penetrating

Black Tentacles start violating the

lumberjacks. Man you guys hate wood

cutters.

Jeremy: Pants time is over!

Anon: He doesn't know how to person all

that well . . .

On writing with cold
hands

By the Archbigot of the Necropolis

. . .Screw this I 'm getting coffee.
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Welcome to Orion Incorporated,

here you will learn many valuable

skills to help you with your everyday

life.
We’ll begin today’s lesson with some examples from other
current employees:






